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THE ENERGY TO CONSTRICT A DISSOCIATED DISLOCATION 

Arthur Caetano Nunes, J,r. 

Inorganic Materials Research Division, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, 
and Department of Mineral Technology, College of Engineering, 

University of Califo,rnia, Berkeley~ Cali·fmmi·a 

September, 1966 

ABSTRACT 

The energy to constrtct a dissociated dh3location is C!ilc1Jlated 

using linear isotropic elasticity theory coupled with a core energy 

model containing parameters based on the Mo.rse potential calculation 

of Doyama and Cotterill for copper. No assumption is made restricting 

the curvature of the partial dislocations to small values, but the 

shape of the partials a·re assumed to be exponential curves specified 

by a single parameter with respect to which the energy is minimized. 

The results are .very sensitive to the core model. A least 

squares fit of a linear log-log relation to the calculated points 

gives for the edge constriction 

~E · .d 1·36 
Gb 3 = 0.0124 ( ~) 

and for the screw constriction 

where ~E is the constriction energy; G, the elastic shear modulus; b, 

the Burgers vector; and d , .the separation distance between partials. 
T 

These results· are more accurate than those previously obtained using the 

line energy model of a dislocation. 
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IN'J:'RODUC'riON 

Before cross-slip or inter~;..::c l: ion can take place a di ~c;soc i :.:.ted 

cislocr;;,tion rr;t;st constrj_ct. * A co:<:::tr:i ctcd dislocation ha:c; a bi.;.;IJ..:r 

e:·H::r(:y than ar: unconstric"ced dislocation, thus an eJJ<.::r.:;y l)arrit)t' cxi.stc; 

b,~tween the states p:cior to ;:md after the above processes. 

'I'he determination of the enerr:;:,r of a simple conr;triction at a r•,): :n. 

oc' a (li:3socjated dislocation has been undertaken by a nu;;,u,·r oJ.' :i.nve::.:-

L .. ,_;ators. caLculatior;s 

b~sed on the J.ine tension model of a dislocation. Schdck und s~c~erb 

have made a si1:1ilar calculation based on an extension of Pc:ierh;' calcul-

ation7 of the width of a dislocation. 
13 

Kroner, Seeger, ana \Volf have 

made use of a technique.similar to the one used in this paper for culcul-

ating the energy of a constriction where one partial dislocation rema.i n::; 

ln this paper the enerr:;y of a symmetrical constr:i. ct ion of n~-;~;umc,'~ 

exponential shape in an isotropic linear elasti.c medi mn is ca.lculatcd. 

for "both eclge and screw extended dislocations. In ad.dition to the pm·,::ly 

elastic terms the effects of the core and stacking fault are included. 

It is believed that this calculation is the most accurate one that ho.:; 

been made to date. Detter models .involvine; anisotropy or departure fi"O:n 

a continuwa approach must be pair for in limited applicability o;~ 

greatly ; Lc.re:;uc;ed complication. 

*There ~:'" al~o the possibility of ci·oss-slip by formation of a ;:.tair-cod 
u..i slocac,ionJ. Hith no co:-1str:i.ctj on ·out the stron1~ at;t;rac"c;:i nn bctiF::cn the: 
strair-rod aljd cross-sliP1:)ed di~-Jlocation segrr1c:nts J::(: .. ~·:e 311ch a }.Jroce~-~~·: ,., 
unJ.j_keJ.y.": A pure edge d.h;locr.~t:i.on joe; fonhed dur:Ln;\ con:_;tr:ictio:; ;;:::,'.' 
S})lit. ,,;ith '' :;li;~;ht lowerjng of ei·,,·;'gy, but for di,;1ocat:ion;; not J.!L';·,. r 
edge the r<::<[\~.i. red ~i..en;;th of ste j) m:t.kes for spli ttin;.; Jnai',e<; the c:n.:.;::,,·llOr: 

ener,:;r:t:i cally un.~'avorable. 2 Only t;i:,e constrict.ion :wc~e:L H.i.LL be: con
sider,_;d. in tiw f<.,J.J,:;wint'!, .i::.vestjgaxion. 

-~·· ·-······-·-"'"""-~. 



\vncn the significance of' tl1e dislocation for the :;,·;astic Jei.\i:·:;:atiC•il 

$ ,10 "l 

p~occss in crystalline material was realize~ ~ in 

of the eJ.asticians had been on t:;e scene for rour::;hly t:1:Lrty Y<:~n·s; the 

1 . . . v v 12 110 1' ~ . J .. ·c ass1.c treat1.se -vras tnat of . olterra, our cqu1 .:Lore 

elastiques multiplement co;1r;cxe~3'; the English name of "disJ.c)C~ti.'-,;1 11 

l ~ 

had been given hy A. E. H. Love:~ 

Hhile the energy of a dislocation loo1) of a.rbitrc .. ry sho.pc:: may be 

calculated on an entirely classical basis ;
4 

this calcuJ ation Hill l)c 

described here in terms of .i(roner' s "Kontinuurnstheorie der Verset·.~un:~en 

"' ""· " 15 d d . E 1. h b R d n· t. 16 
unu .tngenspannungen as expoun e 1.n ng lS y '- . e.·,l . 

The method involves the evaluation of a double line inte[~ral, the 

origination of which is as follows: 

The energy, ·E, of an elasticalJy strained body of volume V mo.y be 

1-1ri tten as the volume. integral 

z = ; f 
v 

I 
i 

l:cr. . E. • dV 
j lJ lJ 

( l' ) 

where a . . a.nd E .• are the stress and strain resnectively actinr_, unon :.;_..) lJ . . ' -

volume elenent dV. The convention of summing. on repeated indice::; vi 11 

be followed in all subsequent equations, hence equation Ci.') lii.ll ;j,_; 

written 

v 
(J ; ; 

""-t,l 

E •. dV 
JJ 

,,·hich means exactly the sa:nc thir,g as C(plati.on (1'). 

( ; J 
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'l'he volume integral ( 1) can 1)e converted into a surface i ntc:~ 1_:;l':Jl 

throuzh the relations 

J 
Clu. ~u. 

( J. ---.sl\ ( :~) E:. == 
, __ 

+ 
lj 2 ~ dX. dX.) 

,J l 

where u. is a displacement of a point in the elastic body away fro;;, Lhe 
l 

ini ".:,iaJ. unstrained position, 

a .. ==a .. 

and the divergence theorem 

f 3T 
dX. 

l v 

lJ Jl 

dV == 1 T dA. 
l 

A 

(3) 

vhere T is a tensor of any rank and d./\.. is a vector normal to und e<}11;_tl 
l 

::.n magnitude to an. element of surface area of A enclosinc; volu;ae V. 'J'he 

sign of dA. is positive when directed away from volume V. 
l . 

The result is 

E - 1 1 - 2 
A 

( 5) 

lvnen a dislocatior. loop is create.i in an initially unstrc:s:;ccl 

\ 

elastic body, all surfaces but the loop surface being held ric;:i.cl, the 

~1rocess may be visualized as follows. 

First a awormhole" must be cut out alone; the boundary of the lo<J;OJ 

to allow slipping of loop surfaces over one another -vrith(y,,t gencratinc; 

infinite stresses. This "wormhole" ree;ion is referred to as the !I If 
C\)l"L 

regio:; of th.-2 dislocatj_on. 
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Secondly a cut is made over the surface of the loop, the S<A1:'facc::..; 

are s ~ i 11ped :·,_: __ ;_,~\,.i ve to one anotiwr by vector b., the hUl\~ers vecto:· ol' 
J 

'e,;,e ::; :;location, and the surfaces are re>-relded. 

Thirdly the core material is reinserted in place. 

Assu;'ll:i.nc; that the cutting and welding processes require no net 

expenditure of encrc;y the enerc;y of the dislocation loo;:.) .. ~<~.y t)C cleco::tj10Sed 

into three terms: 

(i) The energy required to slip one surface with respect to 

the other for the loop 

b; 
f == -·' 

2 
0. 
lj 

dA. 
l 

(ii) The disturbance in the elastic energy of the elastic 

(6) 

continuum outside the dislocation core upon reinsertion 

of L1e core material referred to as the "core traction 

.. energy" and labeled E2. 

(iii) The energy of the core material itself, label.cd E3. 

Only E1 will be considered for the moment. For convenience a stress 

function xln may be defined such that 

a .. 
l.J 

(7) 

1-rhile E .. 
1 

and e:. are permutation symbols defined so that, they arc Z\.:rO 
lk Jilln 

unless all the indices are different and if they are different 

El'"'~ == E23l = 2
312 

1 
. c_..) 

EJ32 - 1- - 1:2.13 = -1 ")21 
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.;£ ::..s a }<j,.;·;ecker delta cefined such that it is unity i\hen J. = n 
ln 

u.r.d zero Hlll:n l j: n, arHl G and v u.re the: s'l'ic,lr n:od1JJus a:Hl Pol:..;~-;on 1 ~; 

ratio respecti veJ.y for the m;:cteri al. ':J.'he strc[-;S function XJ. ;;;ay be 
.n 

thought o:~ a:-; a [:;eneral:L:.ation of a scalar potential. 

}(roner expresses the stress function in terms of a disloc;:ti.on 

f c a (r') · nrs ls 
V' 

3R 
()x 

r 

dV' J S 

'd:1ere n is the distance \f X 12 + y 12 + Z 12 from the COOrdinate or:i.g.i.n 

at which x
1 

is being evaluated, and a: (r') is the dislocation den~;:i.ty 
· n J.s 

defined so that upon completing a Burger's circuit about a local area 

element dA
1 

the closure failure is dbs = a
1

sdA
1

. The 

that only the symmetrical part of the tensor is to be taken. 'I'o 

calculate the energy of a dislocation loop one writes 

(9) 

= b~ dl.l 

tlHi.t is, one expresses the core volwne, which is <.-wc>umcd to contain tiH::: 

entire dislocation, as the product of an area times a lenc;th, combin.~<; 

the area with the dislocation density tensor and obtains the 13urc;er~-;' 

vector of the dislocation line b'. dl
1
' repre::;ents a differential 1~.r:c: 

s 

element along the dislocation line. 

Combining equations (6), (7), (8) and (9) an~ J::aklng use o~' ti-.c.: 
) 

relations: 



and Stokes' 

and 

E. 
Jilin 

theorem 

f Jr\ 

dx 
k 

1 

f 
A. 

l 
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E = 0 0 0 o. 
nrs jt ms mr JS 

~m 

cJ.L 
dA. 9~ Tdl1 t: j_kl = dX l 

k 
1 

f a ClR = c --- --- dA. = 0 
ijk axj Clxk l 

A 

the expression for E1 is obtained 

Gb.b~ 
l J 

16rr 
a

2
H (dl'dl + ~ dl! dlj) 

ax] axl j i 1-v l 
\: \: 

j .. J I 
\ j_ ) 

( 1l) 

(13) 

Equation (13) is a much more complicated expression than it appears 

at first sight when the compact notation of the summation conv.~ntion _;_~, 

translated into the solution of an actual problem. Some illustrative 

calculations using equation (13) are presented in Appendix I. 

If a second loop is created in the continpum the energy become:~: 

E= 1

2 f(cr~ +o~.)(E~.+El~j)dV 
lj lJ lJ 

v 

ivhere the superscripts denote the loop. Expression ( 14) can be Hri tten 

because superposition of stress and strain are allowed in linear 

elasticity theory. Hence 



'-
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l j G! . c ~ . dV + "-.:.:_~ f o? . c ?- . dV 2 lJ Jj lJ JJ 

+ l J ( cr~ . c ~ . 
2 . l,J lJ 

(15) 

:s 11· ."J.nd E22 are the self-eneres:i.es of loops l and 2 respective] y n.r:.ri 

E 12 is the interaction energy of the pair of loops. By constructinc 

loops l and 2 at the same time or by first constructing one and then 

the other it is seen that 

= -2
1 f (cr~. c~. + cr~. c?.) dV- f crl?J. cl~j dV = f lJ lJ lJ lJ 

v v v 
cr~ . <.:?. dV 
lJ lJ 

(16) 

Thus the interaction energy of a pair of loops may be calculated 

from ( 13) but it is required that Cl3) be evaluated for each loop and 

added together or that double the value for a single loop be taken. 

From Appendix I the values 

( l'() 

and 

3 2R 
8 . . x.x: 

= 21..- ...2......1 
ax. ox. R R3 

J l 

(18) 

may be taken and inserted ..... 
lDc,O (13) to give 



2v 
1-v 

E 
1 

'·11'') C..1..CU .• · 
l J 

J. - 1-v 
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1 
( Iii. ~ell . + 

R J l 

J 6 ~ . " X \ .A ~ . 
<_2,}_ _J.:_J_ I ~, 1 ., .., ("1 ~) l R 

+ CL.k C..l.J\. ·'· ') R3 1 

i·rhere X. is defined as ( x. 
l l 

-- ' ) A. 
l 

and H is the di.stance bet\·reen segJ;i0J~ts 

dl. and dl ~. 
l .J 

It can be seen that in equa-:.inn (19) the inverse of ti1e separation 

between dislocatioa segments will become infinite as the ~;cgments appronch 

one another closer and closer. The situation is saved by rememberin1:. 

that interactions within the core are not the same as linear eJ.a;,;ti city 

predicts. It is assu."Tled that all interactions over a distance sl1orter 

6 
than one Burgers vector must be treated separately in the core cnen;y 

analysis and all such interactions are eliminated in performinG the 

integration, which then converges. Thus a point on the dislocation line 

does not interact with any other point inside a sphere of' radius b. 

'rhese spheres of no interaction mark off a tubular core region about 

each partial dislocation which is sho~1 in Fig. 5a. (Pg. 21) 

The dislocations depicted in Fig. 2 may be character:i.zed by their 

shape equations 

y1 = yl (x) (20) 

y2 = y2 (x). (21) 

and their Burgers vectors bl and b2. 

Ini.tially 
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l 

(22) j_ 

d ylO - r) 
,:_ 1 

]_ 
d ( r, ., ) 

y 20 = - .... _) 
2 T 

To determine the elastic energy of a constricted dislocation by 

means of equation ( 19) requires the integration of ( 19) over the two 

clo;;"d loops shown in Fig. 1. 

X 

Fig. l. Constricted Dislocation Shown with Closing Loop 

But we are really only interested in the chanc;e in enert:r,y L1E
1 

produced upon constriction of the dislocation. Consideration of tllc 

physics of the situation J.cads to the expectation that t1w con:.;triction 

process should be localized and not very dependent upon the configuration 

of dislocations outside of its iwnediate neighborhood. 

In Appendix II the effe.ct of the closing loop on the enerL~Y ch:nwe 

t,E
1 

is shown to be nonzero in genera1, but a closing loop contour i:~ 

found for wi1ich integro.tion over the unclosed dislocation lines depicted 

in Fig. 2 y:ields the sa;·ne result,, o.s for integration over a loop. It 

seems reason::-,blc to pick such a loop as most reprcsento.ti ve of t!w 
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conditions present in an actual mediwn. 

X 

Fig. 2. Constricted Dislocation Ranges of Integration. 

In Appendix III equation (19) is evaluated for the general configuri.Ltion 

shown below in Fig. 3. 

y 
f. 
i 

/ I __,.. 
b2x 

Fig. 3. General Constricted Dislocation. 

-+ -+ 
For a screw dislocation b

1 
and b

2 
add to give 

x-direction. The angle that 'b1 makes with blx and 

CD 

® 

. ._,. 
a vector b in the 

b
2
. with .'5

2 
must .be 

.X 

30°; this is required by the t;eometry of the f.c)"c. lattice. 



Ti -J.._j __ 

i:'or an edge 

-)-

-)

dislocation b
1 

l! in tlw y-di recti on. 

respectively in this cGsc. 

-1-
o.nd. b

2 
~-;nlst add to t.~j ve vector 

l 
::y 

rrte configuratj_on of Burgers 'lecto~cs is shown in }l'iG e h Hlltl 'Lht_; 

p;:crtlaJ. l3urgers vectors are given in terms of the total ;·'·clJ'i;e,-~; vee tor 

in Table I. 

b 

b 
a. Screw b. Edge 

Fig. 4~ aurgers Vector Confisura.tions 

Table I 

Partial Burgers Vectors 

===============================================================---=-~·====== 

b, 
..~..y 

b 
2y 

Screw 

b 
+-

2 

+ 

+ 

b 

b 

+ 
b 

2 

b 
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Symmetry considerations can si_mplify the expression deri v.:d in Appendix 

Iii for the screw d_islocation case. A plane of mirror SYJ:nnetry a.lon[; 

the x-;,.:ds requir.:s that 

provided th~t the external stresses and barrier don't destroy the 

sJ~1etry. Such a simplification does not exist for the edge dislocation. 

The complexity of the integrals of Appendix III maJ.ces the ·exact 

solution even to the relatively simplified model taken by us, where we 

have neglected anir;otropy and nonlinearity, impracticable. An exact 

solution relative to the model chosen would require finding the minimum 

energy configuratiQn of the system: 

6 (liE ) = 0 (25) 
c 

Villere liE represents the total energy required to constrict the dislocation) 
c 

including stacking fault and core energies as well as strictly elastic 

terms. The variation of liE takes place under conditions: 
c 

and 
d 

( +fU (-~u 
T 

yl = yl = + -
2 

. _d 
( +~\) (-if{) T 

y2 = y2 = - 4:;-
~ 

,, 

(26a,b) 

( 27a ,b) 

(27c,d) 



1 ~' __ l )-

a.nci similarly for prim.ed functions. (Note that (~and E are not the 

s&'Tle; t?" is a limit, and R is a function equal to 

Therefore it is necessary to limit our ob.J ecti vee> to tli<.:: ~.::xtrac:tion 

of a good a.p~roxi.mate solution :;:'or the constriction e;~"rgy. This can 

be done by rnear.s of an assurn:;)".:;i.on about ti1c shape of the Jmrt,ial 

ciislocations corr1prisir.g the constri.ct:Lon .. 



\ 
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Tt1E ASSm!ED CONFIGU.Rf.1TION 

/\1t;ebru.ic complexity prevcntc:ci t:1,; ::;olution of equation (25) in 

a general way. An approximate solution can be obtained, however, :i.n 

ti~1e followir,g way. A shape function dependine; on a sin13lc parmneter is 

c;pecified, and the enert~Y is minimj zed \.;ith respect to tnu.; pil.r:unct<: ~·. 

'l'his shape function prescribes a curve which is not in equili or~ wn as 

prescribed by equation 25. The energy calculated using the shape function 

is thus that of equilibrium shape plus that due to the application of 

constraint forces necessary to distort the equilibrium shape to the 

ac;su:.icr1 sharJe. Since the ener[jy error due to using the assumed si1ape 

depends upon the square. of these constraint forces, ti1e approximate 

energy obtained wLL1 be only slightly higher than the exact enert:_;y 

provided that the shape asstu.'lled is close enough to the true equilibrium 

~;nape to make the constraint forces small. It is assumed that a good 

enough shape for the purposes of an energy calculation is represented 

by the. curve: 

y = y (l - e 
0 

in the positive y-x quadrant w:i.th reflection symmetry about the x and 

y axes. 

B is the parameter with respect to which enerc;:ies are minimized. 

Differentiation of equation (28) shows S to be the ~.;lope at the origin of 

of partial dislocation in the positiye quadrant. \·men S is high the 

constr i~tion is sl'10.rp, and wl1en S :i.s low the constriction is grn.dual. 



"'· 
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J\ semilo,c; plot fro.m (~-+. -... 011 I c- 3 -li'·: r"~" -\ 
~.) v J. l •. . l I_ f.' ~ ! :::ho\.J:.: thaL 11.1 :::; 

. ,_· ... · 

app:rox:i.mateJ.y 0. 5. Our resultm~t G' to turn out to 1;(~ ne;;rer unity, and 

as the core decreases in iwportance the values of G go t;oward (but do 

not reach) 0.5. 

THE corm 1'RACTION ENERGY 

17 A" poj.nLed out t)y Bullou!_';h anci Forc:li1an in thc:i1· cu.lcuL11.:on of 

the elastic energy of a rhombus shaped loop and as indicated in the 

previous section on the elastic energy of the constriction, a core 

traction energy, E2 , must be accounted for. 

Making the assumption that the core traction enere;y lS localiZt'd 

very close to the core of the dislocation, E2 may be approximated by 

integrating along the dislocations the difference in energy of a unit 

length of straight dislocation that has and that has not had the core 

tractions eliminated by an appropriate stress function. 

In Appendix IV it is calculated that 

(29) 

where the subscript "edge" refers to the edge component of dislocation 

of line increment dl. Only edge dislocations contribute core tro.ction 

energy. 6 J b 2 dl is evaluated for the assumed curve shape in edge 

Appendix V. 
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THE CORE ENERGY 

In the linenr elastic treat~~nt of the bulk elastic ene~~Y of a 

dislocation there exist:_; a singularity at the core of the d.islocn.tion 

which would give an infinite energy if it were not eliminated. In real 

sub~:;tances nonlineari ties smooth out and eliminate such singulari ti,~s. 

Therefore the core region of a dislocation is cut out ol' the hulk enercy 

anci its energy is treated in a <;:ompletely oifferent way. 

Before proceeding vi th a discussion of what the energy of the m;1.terial 

inside the region of nonlinear behavior should be, let us con:Jider how 

much of the continuum about the dislocation has been eliminated in the 

elastic calculations. 'I'he transformation of the energy integral from a 

space integral to a double line integral complicates matters. In t)10 

space of the double line integral the interactions between segments less 

than a Burgers vector apart are eliminated; in fact this test is made 

directly in the course of the numerical integration. Thus in the space 

in which the double line integral is performed, the_core region may be 

said to lie inside a region generated by sweeping a sphere of Burger:~ 

vector radius along all dislocation lines present. As the space is the 

s~1e for the volume integral associated with the energy (although the 

form of the integral is different) as for the double line integral, the 

region of core cut out is identified with that for the line inLet;ruJ.s. 

Thus tr·.e •core r.egion is that swept out by a sphere of Burt:;ers vector 

radius translated along the dic;location lines. It may be noted in passinc 

that the cut out process may result in negative bulk elastic enercies 

when the overall energy of constriction is small. The core energy 
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contribution (and other energy contributions such as core tractior,) 

;~.ust be such as to compcnsn:te fo~· ally snch nc[';ative bulk elastic encrc;y 

to ~ive a total positive ccnstriction energy. 

'I'he energy of a uni. t len;th o:t' core region should de~J'cnd upon the 

eneqr,y density and the volume of the core. He have chosen to consider 

a core radius of one Burgers vector. Any extension of the actual core 

beyond this radius is consj_dered to be approximately accounted r'or by 

the elastic energy of the model localised in the region just m.<tside the 

Burgers vector radius. 

Research by Doyama and Cotteri11
18 

•19 (Morse potentj_al core enen~Y 

calculations for copper) indicates that core radii of l. 5b and 2. Ob may 

be expected for edge and screw dislocations respectively in copper. For 

a partial dislocation w.ith a maximum partial Burgers vector of b/~· a 

core radius of one Burgers vector seems reasonable if the core radius 

is roughly proportional to the Burgers vector. If the core transition 

takes place at approximately the same stress, which is proportional 'to 

the Burgers vector and inversely proportional to the distance from th•.c 

dislocation center in the elastic model, one would expect the core 

radius to be proportional to the Burgers vector. 

A calculation based upon the analysis of Doyama and Cotterill 

yields a strong dependence of the core energy density on the orientation 

of the Burgers vector. The energy density ~iSt>ociated vith an edge di.;c;loc;j,t.i.on 

is about five time::; that of a scre1-r d.:.~;locat:i.on. The E.'llergy density of the: 

core ui' D. m.i.xed di~;J.ocd.t :on il;J.s not be investigated, but it, mi ?;ht oc: 

,_,_;t,; ;:;;;:·.ed l;y sonif-· ;, i.nd of interpolation .function /dependent on ·Lit: ~·c:J. Ltivc edc;e: 
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and screw components. As ti1e energy density depends on t'he :nat?;nitudes / 

of edse and screw components nnd not on thc:i.:r c:lr~l'ls t1F: :i.r.t~:cv .. lat::.on · 

:"t::-:.;:-·t.-~G:: ~>~:~m::.~.~ iln·ol ve the squares· of the edge and screw Burgers vector 

components. The simplest function that can be constructed is a linear 

function of these squares of the edge and screw Burgers -vector components. 

Thus the energy per unit length of dislocation will be taken as 

.. dE3 ... a. G b 2 d· 
c · { e ge + f b2 } 

dl-= ~- 1-v screw (30) 

in ·order to account for the change in orientation oL Burgers vector with 

respect to the partial dislocation. 
·. 2 

Equation .30 is usually written 

without the f, which is inc+uded here for the sake of generality. 
~ 

As .customarily used Equation 30. interpolates between cores of different. 

size. Thus when the Doyama and Cotterill values of 1.0 eV per. {112}·plane 

and 0.2 eV per. {110} plane for edge and screw dislocations respectively 

are used with an assumed value of Gb 2 for copper equal to 4.3 eV, the 

results Ca. c = i.12 and f = 0. 52). have to be modified to eliminate the 

effect of change in core size which has already been accounted for in 

the elastic energy, albeit crudely. ·If a uniform energy density distribution 

is assumedwithinthe core, multiplying fby·(~~6~}2 

cuts down the· 

effective size of the screw core to that of the edge giving f = 0.3. 
. . I 

' ( 1 5 2 ' 
Multiplying a. by b/ -·-b) accounts for some additional material 

' ' c 3' ,,'· 
,. contained in the core assuming a strict proportionality of core radius 

to B~rgers vectors giving a.c = 1.5, but this calculation is not very 

meani~gful as it lies well within the wide bounds of indeterminacy to 
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which this calculation is subject. 

To reveal the magnitude of the energy dependency on the core p:tramett,rs 

chosen calculations are also :nade usu:i?; a = 1.0 and f = 1.0. 
c 

An additional contribution to the core ene::.·gy due to the stacking 

fault lyinc between the core edge and the core centerline is present in 

any analysis that calculates the stacking fault area from the centL'l·line 

of the core instead of from its edge. Due to the high deformctt:ion in 

the core region the concept of a stacking fault, which implies a rccion of 

partially slipped but not hie;hly deformed or jumbled up material, lo::;es 

its meaning. For this reason as '-'Tell as to isolate the effect of the 

material in the core region the stacking fault is eliminated from the 

core regions. This will be discussed later in conjunction with the stack:in!_S 

fault energy. 



/., ... \ 
-,.~v-

of tiJc_· pn.~·t i a.ls at a poj nt. f..:; Jqlp, a:; dislo.::;.t inr;~; nr•: t:tou,.-;Lt. or ,_,:; 

strictly liu•3ar :[nrperf'ectiom; ~;uch a point shotAld Lavt.: r..j • .. -ff,:et on the 

core enerr,y becam,;e it occuF:.e:: no voh;;ne. In this n:o0.;~1 :1 (1ir;contjnuous 

chan;;e occurs in the core ener,;y when;;= 0, Le. when tl·Jt.' gruc11la]1y 

constricted partj als reach the lirni t at which tlwy n~co<:t1j ~ne. At t.l, i :; 

J·imit the Burgers vectors and not the energie:> are additivtc; oti1erw'::•.? t.h•: 

core energies of the nonoverlapp:ins partialc:; are sir;J}!ly <L<.lll:i.tivc. 

Because of tll•.' t.endency in nature for avoidance of such d i scant i nuous 

jumps and because of the overlapping of real cores of finite radius 

near the constriction poir.t it seems reasonable that a portion of the 

overlap core region might better be replaced by the core of a recombined 

dislocation, the length of the recombined portion increasing as (3 

decreases, so as to change the core character smoothly to that of a 

recombined dislocation at S = 0. 

In Fig. 5 the region of overlap L> r;hown. A chnra~i.•·rist'i,~ l•·n,,i.lt, 

2x' , varyinc from zero to infinity may be found for the ove:rlap rct_~i e>n 

of the asswried configuration such that 

x' - -

where Vis the root immediately below S of·the equation 

( ... . ' . v' ut:o' 1\]ljHc•n.J I X ) 

? 

..J2.:.:.) = 0 
y 2 

0 

(31) 

( 
", I 
.,~,:.) 
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2x' --

Figure 5. Region of Overlap of a Constricted Dislocation 

Because only part of the region between ±x' actually overlaps the 

recombined region is taken only between 
x' 
±-

2' In this region the energy 

contribution of the two partial dislocations including core traction 

energy as well as core energy proper is subtracted out of the constriction 

energy and the core and core traction energies of a recombined dislocation 

added in their place. The energy change resulting from the above 

substitution is called the recombination energy and is given the sy1nbol 

LlE4. In the range of 13' s for which calculations are made it is usually 

negative for the screw constriction and positive for the edge constr:i.ction. 

The ma.1:.;nitude of the recombination energy is shown in Fii~S. 8 and 9 .for 
I 

a ca~;c whc·re tfl•:~ ~~cparation of partials is :>mall/ with :r,::;pcct to the corv 
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THE S'l'ACKING FAULT ENl::f\G Y 

The enere..-y resident in a region of material betl-lct2n a pair of partial 

dislocations, conceived as due to an unstable phase J;roduced by ~ shear 

transformation on passage of the first partial and not yet wiped out by 

passage of the second partial, is usually characterized by a stacking 

fault energy, y, per unit area of stacking fault. 

This represents a fifth contribution to the constriction energy 

6E 5 = ytill (33) 

where t:.A is the area change of the stacking fault due to the constriction. 

The area change M is considered to be that between the inner core 
2y 2 

boundaries and not that between centerlines, which is simply 

as shown in Appendix V., 

!J.A - -
2y 2 

0 

B 

4y b y 
0 {~ [1 
i3 b 

v -+ 
B 

/r + -y-;:;;;) 
+ 1 + 1n t -
. \ 2 

b v 
( 1 - -) ln -] . y B 

l+SV 

1+V2 

0 

where V is the solution to Eq. (32) mentioned previously. 

0 

(34) 

In order to express the constriction energy in the nondimentional 

form 11E/Gb2ci,, where d, i~; the equi1ibriwn separation cii.stancc bctvcen 

partials (d, = 2y
0

), an expression for yin t~rms of G, B, and d, 
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must be obtained. The confL,:;uration of the uncon:otrictcd parU als J;j 

3hown in FiG. 6. 

X 

® 

hZ 
T"'"--7"''---'7 

Tzx 

Fig. 6. Configuration of Unconstricted Partials 

The force, dFi, acting on a dislocation segment, dlk, may be 

21 
written in terms of stresses acting at the dislocation segment: 

dF. = 
l 

b 
m 

(35) 

Requiring equilibrium for a segment of dislocation l in Fig. 5 along the 

y-direction: 

- y + (J bl + (J bl = 0 zx X zy y 
(368.) 

and for dislocation 2: 

+ y + (J b2 + (J b2 = 0 
zx X zy y 

(36b) 

The (~xterna.lly act.i.n;;; ~;tresse" are T n.nd T The strc:;:; conLri.bution 
~ zx zy 

; 
due to a dislocation may be ob"c,ained from Appc:,dix TV for ~.he cc\se: 
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component and :from Cottrell';.; Look20 for ti1e screw. Iience: 

Gb2 
( 

X = --+ y 2;;d 

Gb2 
) ' v 

T bL + l ( ) zx A 2n 1-v d 
T 

Gb 1-r ex. ·---+ 
l 2Trd 

T 

or, averag:i.ng ( 33a) and ( 3Jb) : 

y = 
G 

2nd 
T 

+ T zx 

bl - b2 
+ T [ y Y] 

zy 2 

T 

+ T ) 0) zy y 

Making the terms of the equation nondimensional:. 

J.. 
Gb 

bl b2 bl b2 
= b ( l) [ ~ ~ + ( l ) ___:_;[_ ~] 

d 2n . b b 1-v b b 
T 

T 

+ 2.!. 
G 

T b1 b2 
+ __:;:_;[_ ( _21) [ ~ - .-:L] 

G o b 

J 

( :Ha) 

( 37b) 

(37c) 

(37d) 
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~OUNDARY ~~RESSES 

A constricted di~location is generally w1der a state of long ran~e 

stress, o .. , which may be considered as due to the stresses acting on 
lJ 

tlie bmmdary of the region containing the dislocation. Designating the 

I 
internal stresses due to the d:i.slocation confib<?"uration by o .. the total 

lJ 

elastic ener13:y o:;:~ the body may be written 

! j ( B I) ( D I) E = 
2 

o .. + a. . c .. + c. . dv 
- lJ lJ lJ lJ. 

(38) 

v 

where c.~ and E.~ are the strains due to the boundary and internal utresses 
J.J lJ 

respectively and the integral is taken over the total volume of nw.tcrial 

neglecting the dislocation cores. The effect of the internal stresses 

alone has already been accounted for through E1 and E2. Using the 

divergence theoreni and the condition of local equilibriwn the energy 
\ 

can be transformed to a surface integral. 

E = !2 f (a.~+ o.~) (u~ + u~) dA. 
lJ lJ J J l 

A 

= E 1 + E 2 + 
1
2 j o . ~ ( u ~ + 2u ~ ) dA . 

lJ J J l 
(39) 

B 
where u. represents the jth component of a displacement due to the 

J 

boundary stresses, dA. represents the ith component of a differential 
l 

'i'he principle of Guperpor;i t ion of stresses apd strains iml)1ics that 

if o.~ is h~ld constant, which wiJl b8 the caGe for aJ.J nr the f~llnwJn~ 
1,1 
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B 
analysis, u. must be constant too. The change in energy may then be 

J 

vrriLtcn: 

' B I 
J a .. u. dA. 

lJ K l 

'rhe sketch in Fig. 7 shmving schematically the stresses G.nd di:,vlac8ments 

on the surface of a cut which is to have its surfaces relatively 

displaced to form a new slipped area, llAi, and the stre::.;::;es and. displacements 

acting on the exterior surface of a unit cube of material cont~ining the 

cut clarifies the method of evaluation of the last term in equation ( I40). 

B o;· 
l j 

··Fig. 7. Stresses and Displacements 

.Hence 

1 B I 
ll .C'J •• u. dA. 

lJ J l 
B = (work done by crij on exterior surface) 

B 
+ (work done by a .. on internal slip surface) 

lJ 

B B J = a. . b . /':,.A. + (-a . . )b. 6.A. = 0 
lJ J l lJ J l 

( L~l) 
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Thus there is no change in eJastic energy stored in the material 

directly due to the boundary stresses when the latter nre held constant. 

It is, or course, possible that elastic energy may be stored in the 

specimen as it deforms under a constant stress since the term evaluated in 

equation ( 41) does not represent an energy balance. If the effect of 

the dislocation configurat:ion within the material is to alter the stress 

I 
acting at the s1ipped surface by t:.a . . , then an energy balance rnay be 

1J 

written (for a quasi equilibrium situation): 

ll.E =a.~ b. M. + (-o.~ + /1a.:)b. M. 
1J J 1 1J lJ J 1 

I = 6.a . . b. /:1A. 
1J J ]_ 

(42) 

From equation (42) it can be seen that although the elastic energy 

increase is supplied by the external stresses, it appears in the 

internal stresses. 

Thus the fraction of energy stored elastically (the remainder 

being dissipated as heat) is 

Energy Stored 
Energy Input 

I 
11a . . 

= ---2:.J.. 
B 

a . . 
1J 

(43) 

To find the equilibrium configuration of a constriction subject 

to a long range stress or~<.': cn.tl proceed .i.n two wa;ys. The 11d.nirnizr~tion 
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of energy principle apylies to internal forces and ctisplacements of an 

i solrJ.ted system. Therefore one can con::>ider the source of the cxLc:n1<1l 

stre~;s a:> a part of the sy:;tem, the energy of which is to be lJ,[ nj Lti :· .. ~d, 

along with tl1e elastic continuum containing the dislocation. '.i.'ne 

result of this procedure is an additional contribution to the energy to 

be minimized: 

B 
= -a . . b. M. ( b l.~) 

l,J J l 

6E6 represents the energy change of the external system exerting the 

B 
stress 0 ..• 

lJ 

The alternative viewpoint is to consider the elastic system as 

infinitely extended with fixed boundaries. If this system is initially 

stressed at the level 0.~, slip of dislocations will change the enercy 
lJ 

of the continuum itself without appreciably changing the lon,s range state 

of stress, provided that the dislocation rearrangement is finite in 

extent. In this case eQuation (44) is again obtained as an additional 

enere;y change tbat must be con::;idered in energy minimization for the 

continuum. 

The case in which the long range shear stresses T and T act 
zx zy 

at the constriction yields the result: 

( 

T (~)] I T b1 T 
6E 0 -Gb 

) zx (~) +_Ef... 6A1 = j[G b G 

\ ' I rT b2 1 (~)l M2~ I zx ( X) _Ef... + LT l-,- + 
ll G l~ j 

) 

:,. 
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where M 1 and M 2 refer to areas slipped by dislocations 1 and 2 respectively. 

The form of (45a) can be altered to make it similar to that or' 

the stacking fault energy in (37d): 

_G_b.,...( ~-~......,:-_-6-f,--=-2-.-) = - hx 
l 

~(~ + G b + ~)l 
partial 6A between the 

(45b) 

dislocation centerlines. 
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BARRIER STRESSES 

In order for the constrictine; dislocation to be in equilibrium 

U..'"lder the action of the externally imposed stresses T :.1nd T a · zx zy 

barrier must be present to exert the necessary equil1br~ting counterforce. 

T'wo kilids of barriers may be distinguished: those exert inc; long 

range back stresses for which the effective external stresses at the 

dislocation are zero and those exerting very short ranc:e stresses 

which require the dislocation to contract under the action of external 

stresses on the trailing partial dislocation. Cases in between may 

be roughly handled by use of a barrier parameter aB. The leading 

dislocation is considered to be always in equilibrium, although the 

external stresses remaining when the "long ·range" barrier stresses 

have been subtracted from T and T are considered to contribute zx zy 

to ~5 on the barrier side as well as the trailing dislocation. 

Rewriting equation (36b): 

Gb 1 
~~~~- + aBT )b = 0 - Zn(l-v)d zy zy 

results in a revised value of ~Es: 

t.E 5 
--;-:~---:::-7' - -
Gb(~Al - ~A2) 

l (blx b2x b) - -----
2p b b d 

T 

1 (~ ~ __p_) 
2n(1-v) b b d 

T 
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T b2 T b? 
( 

ZX X zv _:][__) + etB ---- + ~ G b G b 

Similarly a revised value of Ll.E5 is obtained 

f.\E5 

Gbf.\Al = - etB 

T b1 T b1 
( ~ ~ + ___'!;;[_ _::;;:_) 
\ G b G b 

T b2 T b2 2 
+ (~ ~ + _EL __:_][_) b.A . 

G b G b Ml 
(47) 

For a "long range" barrier 

= 0 (48a) 

and for a "short range" barrier 

= 1 

For this work it will be assumed that the stresses T and T are zero :z.x zy 

or very smaJ.l, and we will not concern ourselves with the nature of 

the barrier except for having already indicated how the barrier can bc.: 

accounted for in crude approximation. In a pileup of n screw dislocations 

the assumption that t is n times the external T gives contractions zx zx 

in roueh (order of magnitude) agreement with those of Wolf'sB Figure 4 

when using equation ( 46) above with aB = 1. 
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RESULTS Al'W DISCUSSION 

Upon carrying out the computation program delineated in the 

previous sections one finds that the bulk elastic enerr;y n.nd the stacking 

fault energy contributions to the constriction energy tend to cancel 

each other when the core is of appreciable size in comparison with the 

separation between partial dislocations. This is apparent in ?i~s. 8 

and 9 where the components of the constriction enerr;y are plotted for 

the case where the separation is only four times the core radius. In 

the case of the edge dislocation the stacking fault term actually 

overpowers the bulk elastic term and without the recombination energy 

a negative constriction energy results at low values of B, i.e. gradual· 

constrictions. 

Because of the cancellation of the largest energy contributions 

the smaller contributions due to the core become extremely important 

for small separations. Two conclusions can be drawn from this: first, 

for small separations the accuracy of our calculation is only as good 

as the accuracy of the core energy, which is known only to the extent 

of its order of magnitude; and second extrapolations to smaller separations 

than those for which the calculations were made are even more doubtful. 

Figs. 10 and ll show the difference made by a slightly different assumption 

about the core. 

An approximate equation can be given for the constriction energy 

giving a straight line least squares fit to the curves shown in Fig. 11 .• 

For the edge dislocation the constriction energy, I'IE, is given by. 
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EDGE CONSTRICTION 
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(49) 

and for the screw constriction, by 

6E (dbT)l·4S 
Gb 3 = 0.0077 (50) 

Experimental confjrmation of these results is difficult to obtain 

because for those cases where the stacking fault width can be measured 

the activation energy for a process involving constriction is so hic;h 

that the process would not be expected to occur; and where activation 

energies are measurable the stacking fault width is too small to measure. 

It is possible, however, to estimate the stacking fault energy indirectly
22 

by relating it to the energy of a twin bbundary and relating the twin 

boundary energy to that of a grain boundary. By this means the energy of 

a stacking fault in aluminum is estimated at roughly 200 ergs/cm2 and 

in copper, 40 ergs/cm2 . The constriction energies (Table II) bused on 

these values are tabulated and compared with: (1) some theoretical 

values obtained by Schock and Seeger3 based on an extension of the 

Peierls extended dislocation model, (2) experimental values of the 

23 activation energy for stage III hardening given by Berner, and (3) 

an experimental value of the activation energy for thermally activated 

low temperature deformation of aluminum obtained by Mukher,jee, Mote and 

24 Darn. 

The activation energies cited are the total energies required to 

surmount the associated short range barriers to djslocation motion. 



Material 

Al 

Cu 

Table II 

Comparison of Results with Experiment and Other Theory 

-- -- - -- -- -------

Dislocatior: 
Constriction Energy Low Temperature Stage- III 

Deformation Deformation . . . . Act1vat1on Energy 
Type Act1 vatlon Energy! .c-· M , h . 

Obtained by Us Obtained by 3 
_.. 21 a1. -cer l.JK er J ee 

a.L ter Berner 1 ~ 1 t , D 2? i .. o e ana_ orn ~ 

Schock & Seeger 

i 
I 

Edge 0.10 eV 0.21 eV 

0.13 eV 0.18 to 0.19 eV 

Screw 0.02 eV O.li eV 

-l Edge 1.6 eV 3.9 eV 

0.414 eV -----

Sere"' 0.38 eV 0.84 eV I _j I 
! 

I 
w 
co 
I 
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This has not been obtained for the lov temperature deformation of 

copper because25 no athermal regime of behavior is encountered when 

flow stress is plotted vs. temperature. Because cross slip may be 

expected to require the formation of a pair of constrictions, tlle constriction 

2 energy should be of the order of half the stage III activation energjes 

or larger depending upon aid given to the cross slip process by the 

shear stress on the cross slip plane. The mechanism governing the low 

temperature deformation of aluminum, when considered to be the intersection 

process, may be expected to require the formation of a pair of constrictions 

and jogs for each unit intersection process. 3 As Stroh points out, 

however, because the dislocation segments forming the constriction about 

a jog are on different planes the attractive forces between them are not 

the same as for a planar constriction especially for small separations as 

for aluminum. Only for large d /b does he estimate the energy of a si.ngle 
T 

jog by means of his equation for the constriction: 

(51) 

for which he takes the logarithm term equal to unity. For small separations 

as in aluminum he bases his jog energy estimate on the core energy and 

obtains a value of about 0.1 Gb 2 with which a calculation of Seeger22 

agrees although Friedel
26 

estimates both calculations to. be several 

times too high. 

It should also be noted that stress gradients, e.g. a forward force 

on the rear partial blocked by a backward acting barrier force on 

the front partial, can reduce d /b. Another correction is also 
.· T 
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involved in this case to account for the work done by the stresses 

during constriction as has been discussed in the sections on boundary 

and barrier stresses. This effect has not been accounted for in the 

results obtained ru1d can lower the constriction energy significantly. 



CONCLUSIONS 

From the foree;oing analysis it may be concluded that: 

(1) The model chosen for the dislocation core stronE,ly affects 

the calculated constriction energy over the entire range of constriction 

energies considered. 

(2 ' F th . h (' M t . 1 l 1 . lB,l9 1 or e core model c osen based on orse po entla ca cu at1ons 

for c'apper) the constriction energies may be represented approximately 

by the equations: 

6E (dbT) 1• 36 
Gb 3 = 0. 0121~ 

for ah edge constriction and 

6E d 1·45 
Gb3 = 0.0077 ( ~) 

for a screw constriction, or by the curves in Figs. 10 and 11. 

From comparison with reported experimental data it may also be 

concluded that: 

(3) The activation energies for stage III hardening of Al and Cu 

and that for low temperature deformation of Al are of the order of magnitude 

of the estimated constriction energies. 

, . ... 
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I 

APPENDICES 



/1ppendix I 

Illustrative Cu.J.culat ion;; Us i.ng Equation (I:~) 

A. 'l'he Line Ener{Sy of a Screw Di~;locat:i.on. 

'fhe use of equation ( 13) in the body or this report may be ilJ u:; Crated 

in a calculation of the line energy of a screw dislocation. The confj.g-

z 
_.. - dl 1· = ( dx 1 

, 0' 0) / 

/ 
/ dl = ( dx, o, b) 

I y 
\ /b b. = (b' 0, 0) 

l 

' ( b' 0) ........ bl = 0, -- j 
X 

Figure I-1. Screw Dislocation. 

The energy of the line segment dl' can be represented by the integral 

Care must be taken in evaluation of the derivatives of R. 

X.= (x. x!): 
1 l 1 

R = ·-fX:X: = './(x-x 1 
)
2 + (y-y' ) 2 + (z-z 1 

)
2 

l l 

;)H x-x 1 x-x' 

~ = -v (x-X 1 ) 7 + (,Y-Y 1 ) 2 + (z-z' ) 2 = n 

(I-1) 

Defining· 

(I-2) 

(I-3) 
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and in general 

Similarly 

and 

3R 
Clx. 

l 

X. 
l 

R 

a2R 1 

ih
2 = '\j (x-x 1) 2 + (y-y 1) 2 + ( z-z 1 )2 

= 
1 
R 

(x-x 1) 2 

(x-x 1
)

2 

R3 

a 4R = _____ _,(~x:.....-::.::.x_' :....) (~y:.....-..>~.Y_'..:...) ____ -,.-

[(x-xl )2 + (y-y1)2 + (z-z')2J3/2 ayax 

· · (x-x 1) (y.;_yl) 
- - R3 

Thus in general 

, 2R a. . x.xJ 
a _2..J.. l 

-ax--=-. a..:.:x~. - R - R 3 
J l 

Formally we may calculate 

(I-5) 

(I-6) 

(I-7) 



* = 

3 =--
R 

0 .. 
ll 

R 

X.X. 
l l. 

R3 

(I-6) 

by use of the swnmation convention. The same result would have been 

arrived at by differentiation of the less compact expressions. Therefore 

dE' --. = dl' 

Since R = lx~x' l = \xi. 

Gb 2 I 2 2v 
- -::.-r- p ·- (dx +- dx) 

lorr R 1-v 

..:. Gb
2 ~ dx 

- 8rr jxT 

Integrating over the ranges 

-d{< (x-x') < -b 

b < ( z-z') < + ~ 

·the relation 

*Note to readers unfamiliar with tensor algebra: 

(I-9) 

(I-10) 
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is obtained. The expression represents in a sense the effect of a .length 

2ef of dislocation on an element nt the ori[Sin, interactions from dislocation 

line closer than a distance b to the origin being forbidden. Neglect 

of the rest of the loop is unjustified and in this case the infinite 

t) dE'· 
loop having IJ\. = ()') would have dl' = oo too. The result is similar to Lhat 

obtained by the classical use of a specified displacement field of a 

screw dislocation in a cylinder (see Appendix IV}. 

The elastic energy of the material in a cylinder of outer radius 

r with a small cylindrical region of radius r. removed from the center, 
0 l 

the site of a screw dislocation of Burgers vector b is given by the 

expression 

Gb 2 ro 
E = - [ £n - - 1] 47f r. 

l 

(I-ll) 

The constant term'is due to a balancing couple required for equilibrium. 

Otherwise the energy expressions in (I-10) and (I-11) are the same in 

form, and exactly the same if the cutoff terms b and r are identified 
0 

and also the outer radius r and the integration range k. 
0 

If a term due to the remainder of the loop connecting x =~,to 

x =-~taken as a semicircle is added to the energy, the energy is 

changed by a constant term (see Appendix II): 

8-3\J ] 
3(1-v) (I-12) 

In our constriction calculations & is extended to infinit~y as we are 

calculatine; differences j_n encrc;y which remain finite as ?t becomes 
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large in contrast with absolute energies which become infinite in this 

situation. The cutoff radius b, however, must be specified. In the above 

special case it can be identified with the core radius of t1w d:i !>locn.tion. 

Following the lead of J~ssang, Lathe, and Skylstad 27 the cutoff in tlle 

integration, b, will in general be considered as the core radius of the 

dislocation and will be taken to be one Burgers vector in magnitude. 

B., 'I'he Line Energy of an Edc;e Dj.slocation. 

The energy of a small segment of edge dislocation may be calculated 

in a manner similar to that of the screw segment. The configuration is 

shown in Fig. I-2. z 

I 
\ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

' ' --.X 

- - ._ -R ...... 

Figure I-2. Edge Dislocation. 

The line energy integral may be written 

dE' _ ,Gb2 
1 2 (a 2R) 

dl' = 161r 'f 1-v 3y2 dx 

dl' = (dx' , o, 0) 

dl = (dx, o, o) 

b. :: 
l 

( 0' b, o) 

b' = (0, b, 0) 
j 



\h -l 
dx J dX -+ X XJ 

b 

(I-13) 

This expression agrees with the calcu1ation for a dislocation in 

a cylinder of radius r and internal cutout cylinder of radius r.: 
0 1 

3-4v J 
4(1-v) 

(I-14) 

Adding on the hemicircular closing loop changes (I-13) to 

dE' Gb2 -- = .,.--.----:-
dl' 4n ( 1-v) (I-15) 

The constant terms in (I-14) are due partly to core traction terms 

and partly to the free surface of the cylinder. The constant terms thus 

may be thought of as due to different "boundary" conditions and should 

not be expected to be the same for dislocations having different 

environments. The meaning of this consideration for the constriction 

is more fully discussed in Appendix II. 
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Appendix II 

Closing Loop Energy Contribution 

Let us consider the ener~y change (elastic) when a dissociutcd 

dislocation loop is deformed within a region P as shown in F'ig. II-1. 

Figure /Il-l. Dislocation Loop 

One partial dislocation is labelled "1" and the other "2"; Q is 

the closure loop region and remains undeformed. The energy change ~. 

may be decomposed:. 

( II-1) 

Since Q. is undeformed 

tillQ = 0 (II-2) 

The interaction term f1EPQ is written in terms of an integral: 

2 Q P 2 
( 

ol.j 
+ - dl. dl ) - -

1-v 1 j 1-v RPQij 



+ 
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\ 
dlPd.' Q l 

k Jk ( 
I 
I 
I 

J 

(II-3) 

As the distance from P to Q is increased RPQij increases 1lllt so 

does the length of dislocation line over which integration is carried 

out. Equations (I-12} and (J-l'J) in Appendix I show contri.uutjons to 

the Jine energy of an element at the origin due to the closure Joops 

considered, which clearly imp.1y Lhat an .al:teration of shape in region P 

changes the elastic energy of the system differently depending upon the 

closure loop shape. 

In this appendix the calculations will be made. The closing loop 

for a screw dislocation segment is shown in Fig. II-2. 

z 

X 

Figure :tJi~2. Closing Loop 

The line energy is written (from equation (19)) 

<t>=n 
dE' 
dl' .= -

Gb2 f 
161T 

2 ( 2v ) - dx + -- dx l-v 
cp=O 

2 (l (Rsin¢ ) 2 ) dx 
1-v Zf\ + (\.\_3 



' -.~ 

,-...., -_). -

~=n 

= c ~~~ f [rl + 1=~ -l:J(l + sin
2

$ l]. 
~=0 

where I'; = cos <P 

• . [(6{d~ ) (-sin¢) ] 

<P=n 
= - Gb2 j 

8n 
¢=0 

-1 

(l + 2sin2p) 
l-v sin¢ dq, 

= Gb8n2 J ( 3-V - _s_ , r 2 ) 
1-v 1-v " dl;; 

l 

( II-4) 

The picture for the edge case is similar to that of Fig. II-2 with 

the Burgers vector direction along the y-axis. The energy expression 

is: 

ljJ=n 

dE' Gb
2 f 

dl' =- 16n 
4>=0 

[ (~d!jJ) (-sin¢)] 

Gb 2 
= + Bn(l-v} J (l + sin2q,)(-sin¢ d¢) 

ljJ=O 
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-1 
Gb 2 

= 8n(l-v) f (2 - ~2) d~ 
l 

( II-5) 

The need to consider the above type of interactions can, however, 

be removed without violating the closing loop requirement. Since P iG 

confined to the x-y plane it is possible to choose Q, or rather critical 

regions of Q, such that dl~ dl~ is zero by taking dl~ normal to the x-y 

p1ane. Since the Burgers vectors are also restricted to the x-y plane 

dl~ = dl~ = 0 in (II-3). These regions of Q can be extended from the 

boundaries of P normal to the plane of P for an indefinite distance. 

Thus the connection between the branches of Q which are normal to the 

plane can be brought farther and farther away from P without increasing 

its size and although this part of Q must have components of extension 

parallel to the x-y plane, its effect may be made as small as desired. 

For this closing loop (shown in Fig. II-3): 

liEPQ = 0 ( II-6) 

and 
" 

AEl = Mp 



I 
Q 
_L 

X 

Figure II-3. Closing Loop Q Having No Effect on bE1 . 
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Appendix III 

Calculation of LlE
1 

The calculation of LlE
1 

is helped by a few decompositions: 

I 

L'.E~l = L\Euxx + 
~1 

LIEjlYY + liEll xy 
'J 

llE22 = llE22XX + llEf2YY + llE22XY 
l l 1 

where l and. 2 refer to-the dislocation lines and x andy refer to 

Burgers vector components. 

(dx 1 dx 

+ ~ dx I dx) - l 1 
1-v 1-v R11xx 

{dx 1 dx + dy 1 dy) - 1 (dx'd.x + 
RllXX 

~ dx'dx) + _l_ ( 1 
1-v 1-v R11xx 

0 

0 

( x-x' ~) . dx I dx) 
R llxx 

0 

(III-1) 

(IIT-2) 

( III-4) 

( III-5) 



where 

1\ i 1 :o: -: ·\~~-,\' J ,1' ; ) ,• I· (X-X' ) I (IIT-6) 

(III-7) 

and 

(III-8) 

G(b J2 +R +tK.. 

~~- J f 
-6(-{)(_ 

( III-9) 

G(b )2. +IK +&-
~EllYY = _ 1y f f l 

1 8n llYY 
·- _x::, R -o( -v'l.. 

(dy'dy + 

_2_v dy ' dy) - _l_ ( 1 + _,_.( y'--""'-y'""""'' ):_.2-) • 
1-v . 1-v RllYY YY (I~ll )3 



where 
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(dx 'dx + dy 'dy) + _:t_. { --1-\ dx '<4: 
1-·V \RllYYi 

o I 

dy.i dy1 l 
+ --, dx'dx 

dx' dx J 

·t./\1 +~. 
G(b

1 
b

1 
) 

X y f f 1 
87T .. RUXY 

-o\.-K 

(dy]_ dx 

( III-10) 

( III-11) 

(III-12) 

(III-13) 

' . 
f; 



where 

l 
- r:; 
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+ 2v. , l ((yl-yi) (x-x') ) 
- (dx dy) - - · 1-v l 1-v xy • 

(Rll )3 

GbJ b.L 
_x -Y 

Im r 
-R 
r 

-R 

dx~ dx'dx 
dy' J 

J dx'dx 

( III-ll~) 

(III-15) 

::
1 

+ 1) J dx' dx (III-16) 
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r 
..::'__ l l 
1-v l .J (y2-Y!)2- + -(x~x-' )2 -

1 
- r:; 

x-x 

[ 

( 
, 1 )2 

l 
- 1-v 

b . "l . llXX Y slffil ar1ty with 6E 
l 

l 

l 

+R 

J 
-R -R 

.. 

v 
[ 1 J ( dy' 

dy2 

l-v JfY2-y-;J"+ (x~-.p~ <h'7 dx 

l [ (y2-Y2)

2 

J ~ dy' 

1-v [(y2-Y2) 2 + (x-x' )2]3/2 ~ + 

2 
dx' 

by similarity with 

l 
I dx'clx 

J 

] dx'<h 

dx'dx (III-17) 

\ 
) dx 1 dx 

dy2 l 
dXJ dx' dx 

(IJT-10) 
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22x:y Gblxbly 
6E

1 = - Llrr 

[ J{y2-y:;f 1 + (x-x' )2 

+~ [ l-v 
1 

1 
- l-v 

12xx 
6El 

+ ~ dx'dx) -
1 

1-v 1-v 

2 v J. 
1- v 

dx'dx) + 
1-

+R +R 
I 
~ 

t I 
.J_H 

dy2 l 

dx' 
I cL-c' dx 

J 

dy2J ~ dx 1 dx 

( 
dy2 

clx' 

(III-19) 

r r 
-R: -R 

) . 

( R
0 

1 " ) . + ( Y. -x r r 
l2xx X.'\: . 

(R 12 )) 
.. _0-



where 

~ d.x'd.x) + 
1-v 

l 
1-v 

(dt separation of partials before constriction) 

1 
- r:; 

1 l dx'dx 

~-x')2 j 
t. 

( III-20) 

( III-21) 

( III-22) 



1 --l-v 

12yy 
, 6E 

1 

:·r. 

+ 2v 
1-v 

where 
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r 2 { dy' I 

~x-x 1 ~ 

l ..J... 
[(y2-Yi) + (x-x' )2]3/2 dx' 

Gb
1 

b 0 

+R +R 
~ 

t 1 
2 

y c_y 

J_R 
- chr ] ?Y'.f 

H - -

dy2dyi) 
1 

( Rl~yy + 
(y2-yi)

2 

- r:v 12yy 3 
(R ) 

( dx' dx + dy2dy1') + .1:_ ( 1 
·l-v . 12yy 

Ro 

+ 
d 2 

t 

= 'I d 2 v 1: 

) dx' dx 

2 + (x-x') 

+R 
12yy 

6El ::;:: 
Gb h 

ly 2y 
4rr J 

-R 

+R 

t 

dy 'J 2) d.x' cL'C 
dx · 

( dy~/lyi 

) 

dy' ) 
_2 dx'dx 
dx' 

( III-23) 

(III-24) 

( III-25) 

( III-26) 



whe:r:e 

l --1-V. 

l -w 

J. --l-V 

[ 1 ----·- 2 
(x-x') 

'I. -v ,2 
cJ. + 

T 

..., 
I 

- l 
(x-x' )

2 
.J 

') 

clx 1 cix 

d ,_ l 
t, 

[(] 2 (. ')::0! i.)j;:_JI + x-x . . T 

J+R r+R 

-R '- -R 

2 - _l_ .. ((y2-Y~;)(x-x')) 
+ ~ dy]'_clx) 

1-v 1-v 1~xy 3 (I\ L ) 

l --
1-v ( 

\.(x-x' ))' 

12xy 2 

(R )~ 
0 

( dxclx' ) 

12xy -v 2 · 2 
R = (Y. -y 1

) +(x-x') 
2 1 

l2xy j 2 2 
R = '\ d't + (x-Y') 

0 . 

dx 1 cLx 

( III-27) 

( III-28) 

( III-29) 

(III- ·,o) 



1 
1-V 

1 
- 1-v 

[ 
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(y -y~) (x---~) ' 2 ' 1 A I 

r+R r+·]i 

'"[R .) -R 

_3_ + 2v dx'dx 
( 

dy 

clx 1-v ::) J 

d 1Jx-x') Jl 
,.) r") / -r::; 

I d.'~ t- (x -x 1 )"- l 11 .: 
- .. 

( :~ :2 )J 

1lx 1 lix 

(III-31) 

2 
The expression for 6E

1
/Gb dt that results from summing the component 

parts above is of the form 

6El 

2 
Gb d. 

T. -oo 

+oo 

f( u, u 1 
) dudu 1 ( III-32) 

-oo 

where u and U 1 represent the nondimensionalized lengths ~and~ rc-yo yo 

spectively, and the notation E C refers to the elimination of core terms 

in the course of performing tl1e integration (see be lovr). 

Decomposing the integrals 

00 ) 

+ rj~ 
0 

f(u,n 1
) clwlu 1 (III-3)n.) 
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0 0 00 w 0 01 (Jl 0 

Efi ~fc rjc r;fo E~~ 
/' r 

E~~ = + + E/C + Fie ·'I 
o..J ,} c) ,, 

-oo -()') 0 0 -co 0 -(·) 

f(u,l>') duclu' (III-)3b) 

co ,.., 

;;:: rJc rjc' f(-u,-u') cluclu 1 

0 0 

co 00 

+ rjc:· Efi f(u,u') dudu' 

0 0 

00 ()') 

+ EJ; Ek f( -u, u' ) dudu' 
,; 

0 0 

(X) (X) 

+ EJ~ ~~~ f(u, -u') dudu' ( III-j)c) 

0 0 

00 00 

= EJ~ ~~~ [f(-u,-u') + f(u,u') 

0 0 

+ f( -u, u') + f( u, -u 1 )] dudu' ( III-).3d) 

Using the transformation of (III-33cl) plus the above enerc:y ex-

1 
pressions for the case where v = 3 and the Burgers vectors :1re given 

as in Table I equations. ( III-34) and ( III-35) are obtained. These may 

be machine integrated to finite upper limits using Simpson':; rule and 

extrapolated to infinite limits. For the screw d:i.slocation 



.6:81 

2 
Gb d'T 

+ 
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l 
== - 9b7T 

- [9(u-u' )2+ 3(~ -!3u_c -!3u' )2 ][1 + r:?c: -i3(u+u' )-1 

[(u-ul )2 + (e-f.3u_e-f.3ul )2]3/2 

[9(u+u I )2 + 3( e -f3u_e -f3u I )2 ][l-f.32e -!3(u+u I) J 
. [u+u')2+ (e:-:13u_e-f.3u')2] 3/2 

+ _ _..:;.9 __ _ + 9 

j (u-u' )
2 J (u+u 1 

)
2 

+ 6- lOf.32e-f3(u+u
1

) 

J(u u' )2 + (2-e -f.3u -e -f3~' )2 
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_ [9(u+u 1 )
2 - 3(2-e-1311 -e-f3u

1

l][l + f32e-:J(iH··u') 

[ (u u 1 )2 + (2 -e -13u -e -fjU
1 

)2 ]5/2 

6 

9(u-u 1 
)

2 
- 12 + 

[ ( u-u 1 )2 + 4 ]3/2 

6 

+ cludu' ( JU-3h) 

where the ~ integration sign means that the core is eliminated from 

the range of integration by equating terms involving distances of inter-

action less than a Burgers vector to zero. Each sum of squares in the 

denominat<;>r, for example ( u-u 1 )
2 + ( e -(3u -e -i3u 

1 

)
2 in the first term in 

(III-34), represents the square of a distance between two elements 

du and du 1
• If 'the square of the distance is equal to or greater 

than (b/yo )
2

, since the u 1 s are distances nondimensionalized wj_th 

respect to yo, then the term :is included in the :integral. If not, the 

term is equated to zero. 

For the edge dislocation 

00 co 

f 
l EJ~ EJ~ -n --- j( . ---- -

96 7f 2 u u 1 2 0 0 u-1J' ) + ( c -(3 -c -!3 ) 

-8 

/ )2 ( -i3u -i3u 1 )2 ~(u+u' + e -e 

[3(u-u 1
)
2

+ 9 + 
13
2c -f3(u+u 1

) J 

[ (u-u I )2 + 2 
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. [3(u+u •} + 2( e -Bu -e -Bu' l ][1 - 72e -Nu+u' )J 

[ ( u+u I )2 + ( e -~u -e -~u I )2 ]3 2 

+ 11 + 

J ( u-u' )2 + ( z -e -~u -e -~u I )2 

+ 
10 

j (u+u I )2 ( z-e -~u -e -~u I )2 /cu-u 1 
)
2 

+ 4 

+ 36 

/[cu-u')2 -+ 4]3/2 

- [3(u-ul)2 -9(2-e-~u-e-~u~)2][1- ~2e-~(u+u')J 
[(u-ul)2 + (z-e-~u-e-~u~ )2]3/2 

+:J3(u+ul)2- 9(2-e-~u-e-~u~)2][1 + ~2e-~(u+u')] 
[ ( u+u I )2 (2 -e -~u-e -f3u I )2 ]3/2 

. 3(u-u' )2 
_ 3(u+u 1 

)

2 ~ 
[ ( u+u 1 )2 + 4 ]3/2 .) 

dudu 1 

-~ ··-

(III-)5) 



A :tabulation of the result:; of evaluation of the integra] s :i :> 

given in Tables III-1 and III-2. 



Table III-1. Bulk Elastic Energy Screw Constriction 

,,.... .25 .5 . 625 .75 1.15 1.5 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 • ..:...v 

~ 

4 6.96 3.63 l. 034 -.178 -l. 878 -1.940 

8 13.96 6.03 3.00 -. 727 -2.98 

- / 34.5 5.89 3.16 -.195 -1.94 .LO 

I 
-.J 

2;? I 13.07 6.22 3.78 .895 -.670 -1.58 -2.155 0 
...~~ i 

64 I 13.25 5.44 4.64 2.32 . 540 

dt/b 



-, 

Table III-2. Bulk Elastic Energy Edge Constriction 

.25 .50 :90 1.00 1.·50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 
,; • C) 

!-' 

4 115.84 8 .. 28 4.98 3.91 2.61 1.92 

8 123.87 12.40 7.26 5·59 

16 127.66 14.52 9.31 8.67 6.69 4.52 

32 129.6 15.77 9.71 7·95 5.83 I 
--l 
f-' 
I 

64 I 30.6 16.57 10.71 9.03 8.25 7.76 7.41 7.13' 6.76 

dT/b 



! ' 
f 
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APPENDIX IV 

Core Traction Energy Calculations 

A. The Core Traction Energy of an Edge Dislocation 

A straight edge dislocation embedded in the center of a straight 

cylinder as shown in Fig. (IV-1) may be described in terms 

y 

Figure·IV-1. Straight Edge Dislocation in Cylinder 

of.a stress function2~ x, in terms of which the local stresses, o.j, 
. l 

may be calculated by differentiation: 

llx.+L~ d lh 0 0 0 0 rr r8 rz r 3r r 382 3r r 38 
a l b:._· ~ 0 (IV-1) a8r a88 0 8z = --ar r 38 ar2 

a aze a 0 0 - \} (a + a68) zr zz rr 

'J'he above formulation assumes no displacements (or strains) ~lone; 

the axis of the dislocation. 
i • 

Any X that is specified must automatlcaJly 

satisfy the equilibrium condition on the stresses. 
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The stress function characterizing the edge dislocation of Fig. (IV-1) 

is 

x
0 

= Dr lnr sine (IV-2) 

where 

Gb 
D = 21T(l-v) (IV-3) 

The stresses due to the dislocation may then be calculated to be: 

D siri 8 D cos 8 
0 r r 

( aij J 
D cos 8 D sin 8 

0 (IV-l+) = r r 

0 0 
2vD sin 8 

r 

These stresses fall off 'from a singularity at the origin to zero at 

infinity and may be considered to represent a dislocation in a cylinder 

of infinite radius with a "full" core. 'rhe elastic energy, E, stored in 

the stress field of a region between radii r and R is given by the 
o a 

volume integral 

1 Jr=Rc 
E = 2 a .. a .. dv 

1J 1J 
r=r 

0 

(IV-5) 

where £ij' the local strain, is related to the stress tensor by Hooke's 

law: 



-- ;' .. -

(: 

rr 

£6r 

£ . ·z-r 

(: 

r6 

£88 

£ 
zEl 

-"1 

£:rz\ 

0

0zJ 
f:zz 

1 
2G 

= 

rr 
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Since the stress tensor may be written 

a are 0 
rr 

[ aij] = are 0 ee 0 

0 0 v(orr+0 88) 
r· 

_! 

the strain tensor simplifies to 

a -v(a +a ) 
rr rr 08 

0 

The energy integral then becomes 

0 

E = ~ ~G J {a [a - v(a + a
88

)] 
rr rr rr 

(IV-6) 

(IV-7) 

(IV-8) 
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+ 2o 2 } dv - rO (IV-9) 

Inserting the stresses due to the dislocation stress function: 

E = tG ~ {(1-v) ~ (2 sin2e) 

or for a unit length of dislocation 

n2 
E =-

2G 
rT JTI 
r=r 8=0 

0 

nD2 R 
= G ln / (l-\1) 

0 

R 
= Db ln _£_ 

2 r 
0 

rd8dr 

(IV-J.O) 

(IV-11) 
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Another stress function, X , may be added to that of th~; dislocation, 
c 

x
0

, to remove the effect of the core material by eJiminatinr, forces 

exerted by the core material on the surrounding region, i.e. hy eliminating 

"c.ore tractions". This stress function is 

where B is a constant. 

Bsin6 
r 

The stresses associated with X are: c 

-2Bsin8 2Bcos8· 
r3 r3 

[o.j] 
2Bcos8 2Bsin8 = r3 r3 1 c 

0 0 

(IV-12) 

0 

0 (IV-13) 

0 

which have the proper symmetry to eliminate o and o 
8 

on a surface of rr r 

constant r. As o is already zero and is not affected by x this stress rz c 

function can be seen to eliminate core tractions when it is seen that 

the stresses drop off in magnitude and do not influence the stresses 

at the surface of an infinite cylinder. In passing it should be noted 

that there exists another stress function of similar stress symmetry 

that increases in magnitude with r and may be used to eliminate tractions 

on the surface of a cylinder about the dislocation: this device is used 

when one wishes to consider a finite cylinder containing a dislocation. 

For the sake of simplicity we will work with an infinite cylinder, which 

will not affect the core traction energy term because the surface terms 
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will be negligible in regions of small r, provided R , the cylinder diameter 
c 

is very large. 

'l'hus at r
0

, the core surface 

and (equivalently) 

which requires that 

2Bsin8 
r 3 

0 

2Bcos8 
r 3 

0 

B = 

+ 
Dsin8 

r 
0 

Dease 
r 

0 

Dr 2 
0 

2 

The new stress tensor becomes 

r 2 
1 0 

= 0 

= 0 

r 2 
0 D sine D .l+ cos8 -- r3 -rr r ·r 

r 2 r 2 

[a . . ] D 1 0 cos8 D .l+ _2_ sine = -- + --
lJ r r3 r r3 

0 0 

( IV-J l1a) 

(IV-15) 

0 

0 (IV-16) 

2 \ID sin e 
r 

The stresses are different now that the core has been removed but 

the expression for the elastic energy of the hollow cylinder in terms 

of stresses is the same. Hence for the hollow cylinder 
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2 
D2 r 

+ 2 ~ [(-1 + ~) 2 ] cos 2e} dv 
.r r 

1 (' D2 
r 4 

= rcj {(1 - v) [2 + 2 _o_] sin 2 e 
r2 r4 

n2 r 4 
- 2v [1 - 0 ] sin2e r2 7 

r 2 r 4 

+ 2 1?3.. ['1 o o ] 2 e} d 
2 - --2 '+ ~ cos v r r r,.. 

n2 J r 4 2r 2 
= E + - {~""" --0 - cos 2e} dv 2G r6 r4 (IV-17) 

The core traction energy, E2, for a unit length of edge dislocation 

becomes 

E-E 
h 1-7T rf=R (. ror46 - 2r 2 ) 

r~ cos 2e rd6dr 

6=0 r=r 

R 

=- ~~ J 
r 

0 

0 

(

r 4 r 2) 
27T _Q_- _g_ dr 

r5 r3 

rtD2 rr o 4 . r o 2lR 

= - G · -L4r4 + 2r2]r 
0 



If r = b and R = 2b 
0 

fl2)2]2 E2 = (1 - l 
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(IV-18) 

(IV-18) 

(IV-19) 

so that a little over half the energy due to the core tractions lies 

within a Burgers vector of the core surface. This is our justification 

for treating the energy as localized along the length of a dislocation. 

The magnitude of the effect of the core region on the interactions 

of dislocations is obtained by calculating the percent change in shear 

stress, are' for El = 0 when the core is added to a hollow dislocation: 

flare 
D (-~ + 

Dr0 2) 
r 2 a - a r3 n r 0 (IV-20) --= = = 0 re a D r3 

r 

Thus there is an effect of 25% of the magnitude of the hollow core stress 

at twice the core radius, 11% at three times the core radius, 6% at 

four times, etc. 

If the length of dislocation where the cores of the partial dislo-

cations are closer together than, say, 5 or G Burgers vcc~ors is very 
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influential in the constriction energy calculation, then the effect of 

the core becomes important in the elastic as well as the core ;~nergy 

proper. We assume this effect to be negligible. 

Two ways to handle the situation where the core traction strcs:;t::; 

cannot be separated from the elastic stress field of the hollow dislocation 

are: 

(l) Describe the dislocation in terms of a distributed dislocaU.on 

density; this would be equivalent to a three-dimensional 

7 
generalization of Peierls' calculation of the width of a 

dislocation. Computer calculations of the configuration of 

f.c.c. dislocations have been madt8~ss~{ng Morse potential 

interactions. Either a simplifying assumption or extensive 

analysis of this would be required here. 

(2) Integrate the more general form of the Kroner elastic energy 

expression where the double line integral becomes a quadruple 

integral involving coordinates of integration normal to the 

16 
lines. This approach would still involve the assumptions of 

isotropy and a given dislocation shape; it would probably 

not be worth the trouble unless one were lucky enough to hit 

upon some unexpected simplification, say by a clever choice 

of a dislocation density distribution profile across the 

dislocation core. 

Thus the core traction energy of a .curved edge dislocation is 

taken to be 
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length of 
dislocation 

Gb 2 

. edge I dt/ 
16rr(l-v) 2 

( IV-21) 

assuming R >> r , where dt is an increment along the dislocation Jjne. 
0 

The integral is always positive, not depending on the sign of rU as 

is the case for the Kroner line integrals of which one js the result 

of an application of Stokes' theorem and the other depends on the relative 

direction of the Burgers vector. 

B. The Core Traction Energy of a Screw Dislocation 

When a similar calculation to the above is performed for a screw 

dislocation, it is fo'lind that the core traction energy is zero. Ruther 

than repeat the details of the calculation a physical argument justifying 

the absence of ~ore traction energy will be given. 

In forming a screw dislocation the displacements made are all 

parallel to the dislocation axis; also the displacements are the srune 

whether the core is empty or full. The only work that screw tractions 

can do during formation is to provide a frictional force, but not a 

force that can distort material in the elastic matrix around the core 

after the dislocation has been formed except for local pinching or 

stretching on the atomic level, which we negle~t, and which would 

require detailed knowledge of core structure to calculate. Thus we 

conclude that there is no elastic core traction energy associated w"ith 

a screw dislocation. 
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Appendix V 

Some Line and Area Integrals 

A. Introduction 

In order to determine the core and core traction energies n.:;cociatcd 

with a particular constriction confic;uration it is nccesr.ary to evaluate 

the integrals 6 J b2 dl and 6 J b2 dl which represent tl1e cha.nc;e edge screw 

in squares of the edge and screw Burgers vector:-:: as::;ociatccl with a uni.t 

length of dislocation line. Later in the analysis a portion of the core 

is-removed to be replaced by a recombined segment. This requires the 
+x/2 +x/2 2 

calculation of the integrals J b
2

d dl and J b dl. It is 
-x/2 e ge -x/2 screw 

also necessary to evaluate the change in area of stacking fault, DA, 

that occurs when the constriction is made. These quantities are cal-

culated in this appendix.· 

B. The Integrals 6 J b2
d dl and 6 J b2 

dl e ge screw 

Let the Burgers vector of a partial dislocation be written 

'S 
p = (V-1) 

Where f and J are unit vectors along the X and y axes respectively, 

The tangent vector to the dislocation line is given by: 

dl = 
dxl~ + dyf 

dl 

and the local screw component is given by: 



'it screw 

(b 
X 

The local edge component is 

'it edge == 

and its square is 

Consequently: 
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-::7 -) 
(S • dl ) dl 

p dl dl 

dx ely d"f 
dl + by dl )ell 

s - 'it p screw 

- 2b' p 

b b 
X y 

(V-3) 

(V-4) 

•11 
screw 

(V-5) 



Similarly 

6 J b 2
rlN dl = J e'-45 e 

r J I 
i _., '"" 0 
i 1 •• ( 1Yy..: b<-
L dl' Y. 

6 J b 2 dl = J ( [b 2 ( dx) 2 + b 2 ( ~) 2 
screw ~ x dl y dl 

\ 

+ 2b b dx ~-J dl xydldL 

+ 2b b • 
X y 

(V-7) 
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In performing the integration one mm;t remember to intcr:;r:t!J.: over 

all of the partial clisloca t ion lines be f.; ween ..-:.o and +oo 

p 

Q = 

ln ~ ( 
(32 

J1+r:l'-1) 
Jl+(Y"- +1· 

the evaluated integrals are: 

For the edge constriction 

[3P + 2Q] 

6. J b2 
dl = screw 12 

[P + 6Q.] 

For the screw constriction 

c. 

6. J b 2 
dl edge 

6. J b2 
dl screw 

+x/2 2 +x/2 
The Integrals _£/

2 
bedge dl and _£/

2 

Recalling Equations (V-3) and (V-5) 

+x/2 2 
J b dl 

-x/2 edge 

+x/2 
J 

-x/2 

0 
b'- dl 

screw 

Lettil)g 

(v-n) 
I 

(V-9) 

(V-10) 

(V-11) 

(V-12) 

(V-13) 



/ 

and 

+x/2 
f 

-x/2 
b2 dl == screw 
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+x/2 
J 

-x/2 

+ /r2 dx St.] b b } dl dl dl X Y 
L.. 

(V-15) 

One must be careful to integrate over all the partial dislocation 

lines betw;en -x/2 and +x/2. 

Defining 

ln( J1 + §V 
T 

1 
== 13 Jl + 132 

j 1 + ~2 u -= 13 

where 

V =·13e 

the evaluated integrals are: 

For the edge constriction: 

I 

/ 
i +x/2 

J 
-x/2 

b
2 

dJ == 
d -e ge 

+ 1) ( jl + ~2 - 1 

) + "1 Jl + ~v - 1 

(V-16) 

.J1 + 13V (V-17) 

(V-18) 

(V-19) 
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+x/2 
b2 

b
2

d 

J dl T [T + 6u] (V-20) - 12 
-x/2 

screw 

For the screw constriction: 

+x/2 
b2 

b2d 

J dl T [T + 6u] (V-21) 
-x/2 

edge J:2 

+x/2 
b2 

b
2

d 

J d.l 
T 

[3T + 2U] ( V nr>) := 
12 

-c.c 

-x/2 
screw 

In contrast to the energy difference;:; calcuJa ted in Eqs. (V-10) to 

(V-13), which rema.in :finite, these energy terms go to infinity at the 

limit where x goes to oo and V goes to zero. 

D. The Stacking Fault Area 

The stacking fault area change upon constriction may 1lC~ decomposed 

into two parts for convenience: ( 1) the area chn.ne;e when tl1c .stad1..inL': 

fault is considered to extend to the centerline of tl1e partials, M
1

_, 

and (2) the area change necessary to exclude the stacking fault from the 

core region, ~· The stacking fault area chane;e, M, rray then be 

written: 

(V-2)) 

~ is shown in Fig. V-1. It is easily calculated. 
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Figure V-1. Stacking Fault Area Change Including Stacking 
Fault Between Partial Centerlines and Core Boundary. 

Yo 
= - 4 J 

0 

yo 

6A1 = - 4 J X dy 

0 

4y 2 d 2 
0 T . = - -8- =- -8-

dy 

(V-24) 

The sign is negative because the area of the stacking fault decreases 

when the constriction is produced. 
I . 

The stacking fault contained in the core is shown in Fig. V-2. 
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>X 

Figure V-2. Stacking Fault Contained in Cores of Partial Dislocations 

Let the initial area of stacking fault within the core in a region 

x = -cf.. to x = +cl: about the constriction be A
1 

and let the area of 

stacking fault in the core 0f the constricted dislocation within the 

same region be A
11

. Then 

(V-25) 

A1 is easy to calculate 

(V-26) 

but A11 requires further computation. 

The vector to a point on the centerline of the partial in the 

positive quadrant is given by: 

+ ·r --t 
r = Xl + Y,J 

_j 



= 
-r) 

Xl 
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___ f3x 

y 0 ..,~ 
+ y (l ~ e ) J 

0 
(V ..:.:·() 

The· vector to a point on the inner boundary of the core: il~ e;iven 

by 

( 
I 

~ rt+b ~ rB -

l 

[x = + b.f3e 

') 

dcr> \ 

d::; 2 

2 
I d. r I 

•") 

dG'·-

... (3x 
y 

0 

-
2f -~ 
Yo 

b 

/2 
VJ.+f3e 

Jr 

lr 
J 

(V-213) 

where use was made of a Frenet-Serret formula to obtain a <.mit normal to 

the centerline-curve. 

Then· 

y (1 
0 

- e dx 
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-- f3x --
X + 

yo 
N~~.-~ -----

{

-----r;,;: 
-··-') y 

1 + p·--P. 0 

Yo 
[ 

- f3x 

- 4 J y~(l - e ) b l d 

-i-;=======-- I _ 2f3x j 
') y 0 . 

1 + r.:,'-c~ 

- f3x 

y (l - e y0
) 

0 

b 
0 

Integrating and taking the 1jmit one gets: 

~ = -
4Yob fo r l- y + (1 - £__) 

f3 b f3 yo 

(1 +Ji + v~ 1 + 6V + 1 + 1n ) 
2 Jl+ ~-

r 

l -1 tan V + 
L 

where V(= f3e is the root of the equation 

0 

nearest to and less than (3. 

ln * 1 ..1 

(V-30) 

(V_-)1) 



Appendix VI 

Size of Overlap Region 

In Appendix V a vector following tl1e inner edg'e of the core of the 

partial dislocation in the pocitive quandrant '...ras derived: 

l'·x --
bl3e 

----.. --
2(3x ---y 

+ f32 e o 

13x 

J [ --
+ y (1 - yo) b ~ (V-213) e :J 

0 2(3x ---
yo 

The overlap region ends when the end of ?B just touches the x-axis. 

Defining x' as the x at which this occurs then 

b 
= 0 (VI-1) 

D
-----

2(3x --y 
(3 0 

or defining 

x' 
yo V 

- -ln-
13 t3 

(31) 

= 0 
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Since x' must be positive only roots such that V < f3 arc :v:ccptable, 

and since V :::13 (o.nd x'::: 0) for large 13, the sol"Llt:i.on of Eq. (32) 

giving physically ;,J.cceptable behavior is that ,just below [3. ~'his 

solution m:1.y be found by computer by starting evaluations of the poly

nomial at 13 n.nd then dccrcaGing j) until the ;;j_gn of the p<JJ.ynonLi.:J.l clHu1gc:3; 

arry desired accuracy may be obtained by backing off to the point ,just 

before the sign ch-'lnge and proceeding again with a finer 13 interval. 



APPENDIX VII 

Minimization Curves 

Figures VII-1 through VII-4 show plots o:f constrict:ion energy vs. 

the 13-parameter. The m:i.nima of the energy curves are taken as the equil-

ibrium values of the constriction energy. 
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